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Overview
The purpose of this white paper is to provide clarity and insight to dating services about the
benefits, costs, and options available when working with providers of consumer-facing
background and reputation checks.
In the last five years, the number of online romantic scams and the amount of money lost
as a result of those scams has nearly quadrupled, with an average financial loss per user
totaling $5,000 to $10,000.1 Many victims have lost in excess of $400,000.2 In addition to
financial risks, users of internet dating platforms are physically and emotionally vulnerable.
According to the FBI, over 70 million individuals
in the US have criminal records. Online daters
want to know about their matches baggage. In
a now infamous incident back in 2010, it was
found that a serial murderer had been soliciting
women on the most popular dating site in the
entire industry, Match.com, leading to a media
uproar. This incident lead to multiple state
legislatures passing bills tailored to online
safety, and a resurgence in demand for running
background checks on dating sites.
Despite the tragic incident, few dating services
currently offer any form of comprehensive
background checking or identity validation.
Users want assurance that they won’t get
matched with convicted felons or serial
abusers. The average online dater may not
know where or how to access more advanced
identity reporting and verification beyond a
mere Google search.
While dating sites have utilized background
checking services since 2003 or earlier3, this report has gained increased relevance and
urgency due to the recent sharp rise in online fraud. Online fraud, coupled with the
recent findings from the dating service Badoo stating, "62% of singles admitted to
checking out a prospective date online through social media before meeting in person

1
2
3

https://www.usatoday.com/story/money/2017/07/20/fbi-says-internet-romance-scams-rise/485311001/
https://www.nytimes.com/2016/01/17/sunday-review/in-online-dating-sextortion-and-scams.html
https://www.wsj.com/articles/SB107599762322921816
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(86% for those 18-24).”4 This suggests a surge in user demand for deeper insights into
the people they first meet online.
Many dating services remain unaware of revenue opportunities that the identity industry has
historically provided to partners well beyond the dating landscape. Jeannette Weinstein of
MyLife explains, “It’s not only dating sites like Match.com and Bumble that will benefit, local
services providers such as HomeAdvisor and Angie’sList, pet and childcare services like
Rover.com and Care.com, peer-to-peer Classifieds and sales sites like Craigslist, and ridesharing services all stand to improve their customer experience. In a recent PWC study, “69%
say they will not trust or engage in sharing economy’s until they are recommended by someone
they trust.”5 When people feel safe and secure engaging with individuals they don’t know,
interaction and commerce on these services will increase.” This paper will focus specifically
on the dating industry and explore the costs, benefits, risks, and rewards of offering
background checking services to its users.

What Is Background & Reputation Checking?
Background checks provide a comprehensive overview of an individual based on local, state,
and national data sources. Background checks access millions or even billions of state and
national records, and they also go into varying degrees of granularity with local and municipal
data, depending on availability of data and the specific partnerships each background check
provider has established. For instance, in the case of non-digitized records, providers may offer
to connect you with court runners who have the most up to date information available.
The types of information online daters demand are frequently provided by comprehensive
background/reputation checks.
The most commonly searched and requested information is:
● Verification of Identity and age
● Current address and phone information
● Background information including criminal, debt (bankruptcies, liens, judgments,
foreclosures, evictions
● Corporation and professional data
● Social profiles
● Names of relatives/associates, including spouse info

Below is a screenshot of a Background/Reputation check showcasing more commonly used
categories.
4
5

https://badoo.com/team/it/press/93/
http://www.pwc.com/cis
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source: mylife.com

Background checking represents an important part of a multibillion dollar identity industry.6
Background checks are pulled for many reasons; including to provide industry operators
information about their user base, individuals wanting to monitor their own report, and those
looking to find more information about others. For the purposes of this paper, we will focus on
background/reputation checks requested by online daters before potentially going on a date.

Background checks requested by online daters
Perhaps the most in demand service from many background check providers in the
online dating space is providing individuals with comprehensive background checks on
people they are planning to meet. The dating industry has a history of online scammers and
abusers, and it has faced several high-profile media maelstroms around predators infiltrating
inside online dating platforms and communities. Individuals want to be able to trust, when
meeting someone from the internet, the person represented on their profile is who they say they
are, and are not secretly married, ten years older than stated, convicted sex offenders, or
murderers. Even Jeannette Weinstein, Head of Partnerships at MyLife, had her own negative
6

https://oneworldidentity.com/wp-content/uploads/2017/01/OWI-Identity-Industry-Landscape_January-2017-1.pdf
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experience. She pulled a Background Report on a man she met online after having a dinner
date with him and discovered he was significantly older and married. This was something he
lied about during their interactions.

“She pulled a background report on
a man she met online after having a
dinner date with him and discovered
he was significantly older and
married...something he lied about
during their interaction.”
The problem of internet scamming and deceit has risen to such significance in the last decade
that the Oxford English Dictionary in 2014 decided to give it a name: “catfishing”.7 Catfishing
means to “lure (someone) into a relationship by adopting a fictional online persona.” Catfishing
and other romance scams have led droves of individuals to seek out more nuanced information
about their online suitors before meeting up. People want to confirm suiters information ranging
from phone numbers and addresses, to current marital status, to criminal history, and many
other data points.
Services like WhitePages, BeenVerified, PeopleFinders, InstantCheckmate, and MyLife are
popular providers of comprehensive background. Increasingly, background check providers
offer their services in the form of a developer widget so existing operators across multiple
industries can offer background checking features directly in their user experience.

7

https://blog.oxforddictionaries.com/2014/08/13/oxford-dictionaries-update-august-2014/
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Why Conduct Background/Reputation Checks?
According to a recent study by Washington’s Pew Research Center, about 30% of people
active on dating services try to learn more about their potential matches before agreeing
to in-person meetings.8 While younger users are more likely to engage in this behavior (89%
of users 18-24 from the Badoo study9), the users most at risk for romantic scams tend to be
older and female. In fact, women over 40 years old represent over 75% of the total financial
losses from romantic scams. These women would be more likely to run background checks if
they were offered within the user experience.

10

Women face more than just financial risks when engaging in online dating. Most violent crimes
worldwide are perpetrated by men, and it’s not uncommon for internet dating users to list
themselves as single despite being in one or more relationships. According to Amber Higgins at
PeopleFinders.com, “online daters regularly share testimonials upon ordering background
checks from us. They say things like, ‘Oh my gosh, I used your service and I found out my
boyfriend was married!’ or ‘I found out they had a criminal background’ or ‘Oh my god, my
husband is a polygamist!’. Online daters use our service regularly to validate their concerns.”
Background checks have the potential to offer peace of mind. Suzie Z., an online dater in New
York City, explained, "I started doing background checks after dating a legitimate sociopath, and
it confirmed information that he was in fact a sociopath."
Experts in the dating industry have chimed in when it comes to background checking as well. A
2010 article by ABC News featured commentary from a widely-known Los Angeles based
expert:

8
9

https://www.backgroundchecks.com/community/Post/4098/Background-Checks-a-Growing-Trend-in-the-Online-Dating-Industry
https://badoo.com/team/it/press/93/

10

https://www.nbcnews.com/news/us-news/looking-love-online-often-wrong-place-fbi-says-n361561
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Julie Spira, cyber-dating expert and author of "The Perils of
Cyber-Dating: Confessions of a Hopeful Romantic Looking for
Love Online," said it would be helpful for sites to at least give
users the option to do a background check on other members.
Just as some sites let users pay for extra online services, she
suggested that sites let users run background checks on those
they encounter online, on a person-by-person basis. "I believe
dating sites would be providing a better experience for their
members if they offered the opportunity for someone to pull a
background check."11
In that same 2010 article, Ruben Buell, president of True.com, a dating site which operated from
2003 to 2013 and was known for conducting criminal background checks on all of their users
revealed, True.com rejected 2-3 percent of new registrants each day. Buell claimed that this
number was aligned with the ~2 percent of the American population who are convicted felons.
Buell explained, "No system in the world is bulletproof [...] Nothing is perfect but these
databases
do
cover
95
percent
of
the
U.S.
population."12
Being able to offer users additional pertinent data about the people they meet online
provides an added source of trust. Despite American society’s recent transformation into a
modern sharing economy, user trust is still far from guaranteed. A recent survey by HooYu
found, "Only a small percentage of people are happy to trust. Taking into account all types of
sharing economy transactions across both regions, on average, only 8% of consumers are
happy to jump straight into a sharing economy transaction without worrying about the identity of
the other party in the transaction." 13 The dating industry in particular has a responsibility to
foster trust between users, unlike the exchange of mere goods, when it comes to introducing
people, mutual safety is paramount. Background checking may not be the only method of
verifying trust and safety for users, but it is one that millions of individuals have turned
to. For over 20 years consumers have turned to background checks to calm their
anxieties around engaging with strangers when hiring business professionals, at home
nannies, housing sublets, and meeting a potential mate to name a few.

11
12
13

https://abcnews.go.com/Technology/online-dating-sites-background-checks/story?id=11063166
https://abcnews.go.com/Technology/online-dating-sites-background-checks/story?id=11063166
https://www.secureidnews.com/news-item/trusted-identities-needed-in-sharing-economy/
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How Do Dating Sites Offer Background/Reputation
Checking to Users?
Providers of background checking services are no strangers to the dating industry. They offer a
variety of solutions to sites that wishes to offer background checking to their users. MyLife
provides a developer widget that gives the site control over how integrated they choose a
background solution to be. As an example the solution can be a simple verification badge or as
integrated as showing a dater’s proprietary Mylife reputation score.
The image to the right, courtesy of MyLife, shows what a
fixed placement within a mobile app might look like.
A few other notable MyLife solutions are post-transaction
cross-selling. Offering users who’ve just purchased a
premium dating site membership the opportunity to
spend a few extra dollars to have access to background
checks on matches is a great incremental revenue
opportunity. Email integration is another potential
solution. Users who have received messages from
suitors could be provided a link within the messaging
app offering to conduct a background check on the
match their communicating with.
Some background checking and identity validation
services offer reputation scores, badges, or other
demarcations of a user’s authenticity. Scores and
badges can serve as a useful feature for upsell into
premium memberships, as well as helpful markers
for bolstering user trust.
Massive global social networks like Twitter and
Facebook began implementing safety tools years ago
with the advent of “verified accounts,” many dating sites
quickly followed suit. While some dating sites do offer
safety tools, many claim that these tools offer false
confidence, stating it’s up to the end users to assess on
their own the safety of matches.

9
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(Source: mylife.com)

What Are the Benefits/Upsides of Offering
Background/Reputation Checking?
Financial Benefits
There are numerous possible benefits to providing background checking to users. From a
revenue standpoint, the average of 25-50% revenue sharing opportunities can translate
directly into a company’s bottom line. For instance, assuming a 1-10% conversion rate, a
dating business with 100,000 users could expect to garner $30,000-$300,000 in additional
revenue. MyLife states, background checking integrations can increase revenues on
average of $5 per user.

Trust Benefits/Increased User Trust
When users are given the tools to gain transparency into matches, trust in the site providing
these tools increases. Using background checks to build user trust is certainly not unique to the
dating industry. Ride-sharing company Lyft conducts background checks on all its drivers, a
practice the FTC suggests can “send a signal to the marketplace about the quality of platform
participants.”14

14

https://www.ftc.gov/system/files/documents/reports/sharing-economy-issues-facing-platforms-participants-regulators-federaltrade-commission-staff/p151200_ftc_staff_report_on_the_sharing_economy.pdf
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“When people feel safe and secure
engaging with individuals they don’t
know, interaction and commerce on
these services will increase.”
~Jeannette Weinstein, MyLife

What Are the Costs/Risks of Background/Reporting
Checking Integrations?
Implementation Costs and Timelines
In most cases, the total time and cost estimates for background checking implementations are
low, as top identity industry providers tend to provide simple APIs, SDKs, and even personal
guidance and support teams for their partners. According to Leah Holcomb at identity services
provider BeenVerified, the average turnaround time for an integration is 2 weeks, though
it’s not unheard of for a partner to have an integration up and running in a single
business day.
The most salient variable for integration timelines is how much customization is desired by the
partner. Providers like MyLife and Pipl offer simple widgets and code snippets for easy
integration.

(source: pipl.com)
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Background Checking Risks
Perhaps the largest risk working with identity service providers is, users encountering inaccurate
or outdated data about themselves or their suitors. Consequently, it’s important to evaluate
providers data sources and the frequency their data is updated.
Dennis E. Drellishak Sr., CEO and founder of Corporate Screening & Investigations, Inc.,
provides insight into how one might understand and evaluate identity services:
“The accuracy of the information you get from an instant database
search is only as good as the accuracy of information provided to
conduct the search. [...] The status of court records can change
greatly over weeks and months so it is important to know how
often a database is updated. Not only does the lack of updating
databases impact criminal records, but it can affect database
outputs in regards to civil matters, bankruptcies, tax liens, and
government sanction lists. [...] Instant database searches can give
a false sense of security. [...] It is not possible for a database
search to come back as clean even when records exist.15
Beyond the outdated or inaccurate information, another category of risk is user trust. On one
hand, offering the option of background checks to users can give them enhanced feelings of
safety, and control. On the other hand, in an industry where fraud is already prevalent, many
dating sites and apps are reluctant to call any additional attention to the possible criminal
backgrounds of their users. The first sites promising background checks on all their users
came into existence as early as 2003 with True.com, and even as recently as 2017, dating
apps like Gatsby continued the practice of boldly declaring that all their users undergo
criminal background checks.
Even the largest dating operators have dabbled in background checking. In 2012,
Match.com, eHarmony and Sparks Networks (operator of JDate and ChristianMingle) entered
an agreement with the California Attorney General to “scan the histories of possible clients for
sexual assault, identity theft and violence before allowing them access to their fee-based
sites.”16
Despite later agreeing to conduct background checks, Match.com General Manager Mandy
Ginsburg in 2010 expressed her reservations about what background checking might
communicate to users: “If we provide background checks, can we assure they are accurate and
complete? If these reports are not 1005 accuates 100% of the time, do we give a false sense of
security to people on our site? [...] That's the big concern I have. If someone slips through the
cracks… doesn’t that create more of a risk?"17
15
16
17

http://csbusinessscreen.com/not-due-diligence-background-checks/
http://newsfeed.time.com/2012/03/21/major-online-dating-sites-to-start-background-checks-on-users/
https://abcnews.go.com/Technology/online-dating-sites-background-checks/story?id=11063166
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Conclusion
Online dating has never been a stranger to abuse, fraud, and scams. Dave Wiseman, CEO of
Scamalytics, which detects over 250,000 romance scams per month, observes, “there is
nowhere in the world that’s safe from scammers.”

Awareness of illicit behavior within the dating industry has not gone unnoticed. On January 14,
2008, New Jersey passed the first United States online dating legislation called the Internet
Dating Safety Act (Senate Bill-1977/A4304), requiring that dating companies whose users live in
the state divulge certain risks factors and adhere to best practices.18

18

https://www.datingsitesreviews.com/article.php?story=News-Internet-Dating-Safety-Act
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For nearly 20 years, dating companies have worked alongside background checking
services for employment screening, fraud detection, and validating and safeguarding
users. Offering background checks directly to consumers is not a new phenomenon, but the
rise in romance scams is undeniable. Both the FBI and the FTC report a 2X rise in romance
scams (and corresponding financial losses) between 2014 and 2016.19 This rise in scamers
coupled with knowledge that online daters are increasingly taking the initiative to learn more
about their matches on their own, makes consumer facing background checks a timely and
lucrative solution for modern dating service providers.

Next Steps
For questions, comments, and further recommendations on the topic of background checking
and
identity
services,
please
contact:
Mark Brooks, Principal Consultant, Courtland Brooks, mark@courtlandbrooks.com
Jeannette Weinstein, Head of Partnerships, MyLife, jw@mylife-inc.com

Disclosure: MyLife is a client of Courtland Brooks and has sponsored the creation of this white paper.
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https://www.usatoday.com/story/money/2017/07/20/fbi-says-internet-romance-scams-rise/485311001/
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